
 

Stop Being Farra-CONNED! 
We Don’t Need to GET IN ON Oppression, 

We Need to END Oppression 
Get With the Real Revolution 

 

Welcome to Farrakhan’s “Saviours’ Day” message, where he will tell you how after 400 years of being 
bitterly oppressed, you should now learn to be a more obedient slave, prove you can be useful to 
your oppressors in hopes of negotiating a better deal and becoming their junior partners, and look to 
an imaginary ruler in the sky to one day give you a chance to be big-time oppressors. 
 

All the terror and torture and brutality inflicted on Black people since the beginning of the USA is 
God’s way of leading his chosen people to their destiny? What kind of sadistic, tyrant God would that 
be? And why should anyone want a destiny of becoming new rulers over others? 
 

Farra-CON, with his worshipping of American capitalism and American chauvinism, his ridiculous 
Yakub story, his vicious attacks on Jews, and his disgusting patriarchal program of male domination 
over women and demonizing LGBTQ people, is selling oppressed people a package of trying to get in 
on oppression, not get rid of it. 
 

If you want to follow a wanna-be oppressor who begs Donald Trump to give him land so he can try to 
set up his own version of Israel - a genocidal state that serves U.S. imperialism, while he organizes 
Black men to act like police against people who protest and rebel against this system, and trains 
people in a slave mentality… follow Farrakhan. 
 

If you want to put an END to ALL oppression, get with the scientific theory and leadership we have for 
making an actual revolution to overthrow this whole system and emancipate all of humanity: the new 
communism forged by, and the ongoing work of, Bob Avakian (BA). BA has developed the science, 
the strategy, and the vision and concrete plan for a real revolution and a radically new society on the 
road to full emancipation. 
 

Bob Avakian says, 
 

“There is the potential for something of unprecedented beauty to arise out of unspeakable ugliness: 
Black people playing a crucial role in putting an end, at long last, to this system which has, for so 
long, not just exploited but dehumanized, terrorized and tormented them in a thousand ways—putting 
an end to this in the only way it can be done—by fighting to emancipate humanity, to put an end to 
the long night in which human society has been divided into masters and slaves, and the masses of 
humanity have been lashed, beaten, raped, slaughtered, shackled and shrouded in ignorance and 
misery.” 
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Wednesday, February 20th 7pm 
Come get into all this at the Revolution Club Organizing Center, 1857 E. 71st St. 

If you want to argue for why you think the NOI program is actually what will lead to real liberation, 
come argue for it. If you want to find out how to get into BA and be part of getting all of humanity 
really free of all oppression, get with the Revolution Club. But the hour is late, so let’s get real. If 
you are serious about wanting to put an end to oppression, let’s get into it. 
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